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Objective
During the last 15 years, a large number of QTLs contributing to drought tolerance in 
rice have been detected in a broad range of mapping populations. Meta-analyses of 
QTLs could be extremely helpful in determining the likely number of true QTLs (or 
meta-QTLs) underlying those QTLs observed in a regions, and narrowing down the 
meta-QTL confidence intervals and, therefore, the number of underlying candidate 
genes. This approach has already been successfully used on root traits (Courtois et al. 
2009) and is here extended to leaf parameters
Principle of the meta-analysis:
The meta-QTL analysis was run using the software 
package MetaQTL (Veyrieras et al. 2007). The 
method relies on a clustering algorithm based on a 
Gaussian mixture model and enables determination 
of the likely number of clusters considered as the 
"true" QTLs underlying the QTLs observed in a given 
region. 
Results and discussion 
The QTLs were organized in "hot spots", with many QTLs for several target traits 
localized on the same chromosome segment (Table 2). The concentration of QTLs 
for leaf parameters often corresponded to concentration of QTLs for biomass and 
root parameters (e.g. segment 35-40 Mb on chr1 where sd1, the gene controlling 
semi-dwarfism, is located; or segment 25-35 Mb on chr2). In a few cases, they were 
located on segments independent from biomass that carried root QTLs (e.g.
segment 0-5 Mb on chr3; or segment 20-30 Mb on chr7; or segment 15-20 Mb on 
chr9). These co-localizations may reflect the effect of transpiration, which increases 
with biomass, and is permitted by a good water uptake favored by deep and thick 
roots when there is water in the deeper layers.
The 375 QTLs were resolved into 90 metaQTLs (Figure 1). The average confidence 
interval decreased in parallel from  9.58 Mb for QTLs to 4.25 Mb for meta QTLs.
Using the possibility offered by OrygenesDB (http://orygenesDB.cirad.fr) to retrieve 
all the genes between two points, it was possible to list the putative candidate genes 
below the meta-QTL confidence intervals. In one of the cases (a biomass meta-QTL 
on chr2 with a confidence interval below 60 kb), the number went down to 8 genes. 
Because they involved more studies and more QTLs, the results obtained with root 
QTLs were more precise with a resolution of 3 genes in the best case.
Methods
We constructed a web accessible 
database of all rice drought QTLs (root 
and leaf traits) published between 
1995 and 2007 (http://tropgeneDB. 
cirad.fr) by browsing the literature. The 
database includes notably information 
on the experimental conditions of QTL 
detection, and the physical position of 
their flanking markers on the pseudo-
chromosomes. The database can be 
queried on these parameters (Figure 
1). The QTL list can be exported as an 
Excel file. Figure 1: Query form to retrieve QTLs from TropgeneDB
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Figure 2: Example of leaf rolling 
QTLs (in violet) and meta-QTLs (in red) 
on chromosome 1
Conclusion
QTL meta-analysis is a an efficient method to narrow down the number of candidate 
genes underlying a set of QTLs. The quality of the analysis, however, depends on the 
number and quality of the QTLs included in the analysis. It is therefore useful, when 
possible, to increase the number of studies included but care as to be taken to make 
a screening of the QTL set based on map quality, QTL confidence interval and LOD 
score before undertaking the analysis.
We extracted QTLs for leaf rolling, leaf drying, relative water content, osmotic adjustment 
and biomass from the database and subjected them to a meta-analysis (Table 1). We 
compared the QTL and meta-QTL positions and confidence intervals with those of QTLs and 
meta-QTLs for root parameters (Courtois et al. 2009).
Extracted from Veyrieras et al. 2007
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Sollers, 1997), and 163/Nr2 for recombinant inbred line 
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population size and r2, the percentage of phenotypic 
variance explained by the QTL. The cM were then 
converted to Mb using a ratio of 1 cM per 244 kb.
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an information based criterion, which should be 
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best in simulations. 
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Table 2: Physical position of the QTLs and metaQTLs for leaf parameters compared to those for 
biomass and root parameters
Table 1: List of the studies and QTL included in the meta-analysis
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